Abstract. We show that the γ i -deformation, which was proposed as candidate gauge theory for a non-supersymmetric three-parameter deformation of the AdS/CFT correspondence, is not conformally invariant due to a running double-trace couplingnot even in the 't Hooft limit. Moreover, this non-conformality cannot be cured when we extend the theory by adding at tree-level arbitrary multi-trace couplings that obey certain minimal consistency requirements. Our findings suggest a possible connection between this breakdown of conformal invariance and a puzzling divergence recently encountered in the integrability-based descriptions of two-loop finite-size corrections for the single-trace operator of two identical chiral fields. We propose a test to clarify this.
1 Introduction and summary
General setup
The AdS/CFT correspondence [1] [2] [3] predicts dualities between certain string theories in anti-de Sitter (AdS) space and conformal field theories (CFTs). Its most prominent example concerns type II B string theory in AdS 5 × S 5 with N units of five-form flux and the four-dimensional maximally (N = 4) supersymmetric Yang-Mills (SYM) theory with gauge group SU(N). It is most accessible in the 't Hooft limit [4] , where N → ∞ and the Yang-Mills coupling constant g YM → 0 such that the 't Hooft coupling λ = g 2 YM N is kept fixed: the string theory becomes free, and in the gauge theory nonplanar vacuum diagrams are suppressed.
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By applying discrete orbifold projections [5, 6] or continuous deformations [7] [8] [9] [10] to this setup, further examples for such dualities with less (super)symmetries have been constructed; see [11] for a review.
In [7] , Lunin and Maldacena formulated a deformation of the maximally supersymmetric duality, introducing one complex deformation parameter. When restricted to a real parameter, the deformed string background can be obtained by applying a TsT transformation, i.e. a combination of a T-duality, a shift (s) of an angular variable and another T-duality, to the S 5 factor of the AdS 5 × S 5 background. This breaks the isometry group SO(6) of the S 5 to its U(1) × U(1) × U(1) Cartan subgroup. One specific combination of the latter becomes the R-symmetry of the preserved simple (N = 1) supersymmetry. The gauge-theory dual has been identified as a particular case of the Leigh-Strassler deformations [12] of N = 4 SYM theory. This theory is called the β-deformation, where β refers to the single real deformation parameter.
In order to break also the remaining supersymmetry and hence obtain a non-supersymmetric example of the AdS/CFT correspondence, Frolov [9] generalized the above construction by applying three TsT transformations to the string background, each depending on an individual angular shift parameter γ i , i = 1, 2, 3. He proposed that the dual gauge theory should be given by the so-called γ i -deformation of the N = 4 SYM theory. In the subsequent paper [10] , Frolov, Roiban, and Tseytlin made the gauge theory and the matching with the string theory more explicit. In the special case where all parameters assume a common value γ i = −πβ, i = 1, 2, 3, N = 1 supersymmetry is restored and the β-deformation is recovered.
Both deformed gauge theories can be formulated using a non-commutative * -product that introduces a phase depending on the three U(1) × U(1) × U(1) Cartan charges of the respective fields.
Conformal invariance
The AdS 5 factor of the string background has SO(2, 4) as isometry group, whichaccording to the AdS/CFT correspondence -must also be present in the gauge theory. Since SO(2, 4) is the conformal group in four dimensions, the dual gauge theory should be a conformal field theory. In the maximally supersymmetric example, this is indeed the case: the classical N = 4 SYM theory is trivially conformal. Even more important, the conformal symmetry is preserved in the quantized theory. The coupling constant is not renormalized and the β-function hence vanishes exactly such that no scale is introduced by quantum corrections. In fact, the N = 4 SYM theory is finite [13, 14] , i.e. its observables are free of divergences. 2 The aforementioned orbifold projections and TsT transformations only act in the S 5 directions, keeping the AdS 5 factor and thus its SO(2, 4) isometry group intact. Therefore, the respective dual orbifold gauge theories as well as the β-and γ i -deformation of N = 4 SYM theory should be conformal field theories as well, at least if the resulting string background is stable and the AdS 5 -factor is exact.
The statement of conformal invariance is intimately related to the vanishing of the β-functions of all couplings and hence we need to have a closer look at the structure of the couplings. Recall that the N = 4 SYM action only contains interactions in which the representation matrices of the gauge algebra appear in commutators and the contractions of their indices form a single trace. The U(1) component of a field transforming under the U(N) gauge group decouples from these commutator interactions, and hence the theories with SU(N) and U(N) gauge group are essentially the same.
When orbifolds or deformations are applied, these single-trace contributions transform into respective new single-trace terms. Moreover, new multi-trace couplings can occur. They are constructed from the twisted sectors of the orbifolds [15] or * -deformed commutators. The latter are no longer antisymmetric under an exchange of their arguments and therefore distinguish between SU(N) and U(N) gauge groups [10] . This difference between the gauge groups manifests itself e.g. for single-trace operators of two different chiral or anti-chiral scalars in the β-deformation: for SU(N) and U(N), they respectively have vanishing and non-vanishing one-loop anomalous dimensions [16] . More importantly, quantum corrections involving the single-trace couplings may induce counter terms for double-and even higher multi-trace couplings in the SU(N) and U(N) theories, respectively. The emergence of such counter terms demands that the respective couplings are considered already at tree level. Indeed, for a Z 2 orbifold projection one-loop contributions to double-trace couplings were found in [17] .
The coefficients of the multi-trace couplings are subleading in N. Hence, in the 't Hooft limit, there is no backreaction to the original cubic and quartic single-trace terms in the action. In case of the orbifold projections, it was shown in [18, 19] that the properties of the single-trace terms are inherited from the parent N = 4 SYM theory. In case of the β-and γ i -deformation, the inheritance of the finiteness of the single-trace couplings in the 't Hooft limit was proven respectively in [20] and [21] . The argumentation closely follows the proof of finiteness of the N = 4 SYM theory [13, 14] . One is hence tempted to draw the conclusion that the respective theories are conformal, at least in the 't Hooft limit, where the multi-trace couplings appear to be negligible. This conclusion is, however, premature. The decision whether a diagram contributes in the 't Hooft limit can a priori only be made for diagrams in which all color lines are closed, i.e. external lines have to be connected to external states. This subtlety already occurred in the context of finite-size (wrapping) corrections, and was analyzed in detail in [22] . In the notation of [22] , a diagram with external legs and without external states (composite operators) is called planar if it contributes at leading order in the 1 N expansion after a color-ordered contraction of its external legs with a singletrace vertex. Besides these diagrams, in the 't Hooft limit there may be contributions from non-planar diagrams, which effectively are multi-trace interactions. 3 The reason for this is that in diagrams with multi-trace couplings the N-power is enhanced if one of the traces in the product is fully contracted with a trace of the same length in another coupling or external state, i.e. gauge invariant composite operator. In this way, the multi-trace couplings can contribute at the leading (planar) order in 1 N , even if their coefficients are of lower power in N compared to the ones of the single-trace couplings. Therefore, the 't Hooft limit is sensitive to the seemingly suppressed multitrace couplings. Since their properties are not inherited from the parent theory [18, 19] , they may have non-vanishing β-functions, implying the breakdown of conformal invariance [24] -also in the 't Hooft limit. 4 It is hence very important to extend the analysis of conformal invariance to the induced multi-trace couplings.
For orbifold theories, the β-functions of induced double-trace couplings were analyzed at one loop in [15] . If the orbifold projections preserve some supersymmetry, the β-functions may have fix points that are functions of the 't Hooft coupling constant, defining a fix line passing through the origin of the coupling constant space [15] . In contrast to this, for the non-supersymmetric orbifold projections no example was found in which all β-functions have fix points [15] . These findings amounted to a no-go theorem that no non-supersymmetric orbifold exists with such a perturbatively accessible fix line [26] . Isolated Banks-Zaks fix points [27] might still exist, i.e. the two-loop corrections to the β-functions might cancel the one-loop contributions at a perturbative real value of g YM . The running of the double-trace couplings was related to the emergence of tachyons in the twisted sectors of the string theory [26] , similar to earlier relations in the context of non-commutative field theories in [28] . 5 The running of the double-trace couplings is also connected to dynamical symmetry breaking [33] .
The occurrence of subleading double-trace couplings in the orbifold examples rises the question whether similar terms are also generated in the β-and γ i -deformation, as posed earlier in [26] . If at least one of the corresponding coupling constants is running without a fix point, conformal invariance is broken. Note that the renormalization of such couplings is not captured by the proofs in [20] and [21] of all-order finiteness. These proofs only consider planar diagrams without external states and thus single-trace couplings; they neglect non-planar diagrams -in particular those also contributing in the 't Hooft limit. Furthermore, the applied prescription of replacing ordinary products by * -products is only well defined inside of color traces with vanishing net U(1) × U(1) × U(1) charge. 6 In particular, it cannot be applied to multi-trace couplings with charged individual trace factors. These are the couplings which are not captured by the non-planar inheritance principle formulated in [34] . 3 Note that propagators in the SU (N ) theory themselves contain double-trace terms. This will be discussed in detail in our upcoming publication [23] . 4 In a different context, concerns about the occurrence of multi-trace terms have been expressed earlier in [25] .
5 Unoriented non-supersymmetric string theories, such as type 0 B theory in certain orientifold projections, can be free of tachyons, see e.g. [29] [30] [31] . In fact, a certain low-energy gauge-theory description was found to be free of running double-trace couplings [32] . We thank Adi Armoni for pointing this out.
At least in the supersymmetric β-deformed case with gauge group SU(N), there are no running double-trace couplings 7 induced, and hence the theory is conformal. This follows immediately from the fact that the theory is a special case of the conformal Leigh-Strassler deformations [12] . Note that a non-vanishing F-term-type double-trace coupling is present, but it has a vanishing β-function. This double-trace term appears when the component action is derived from the β-deformed N = 1 superfield action: it is generated when the auxiliary F-term fields of the superpotential are integrated out. If instead one considers a U(N) gauge group in the deformed theory and then integrates out the auxiliary fields, the double-trace coupling is absent at tree level. However, the coupling to the U(1) field components is irrelevant, and hence the theory flows to the SU(N) theory in the IR [35] , making only the SU(N) theory conformal.
Obviously, the supersymmetry-based arguments of [12] that guarantee conformal invariance cannot be applied to the non-supersymmetric γ i -deformation of the Frolov setup. Hence, one has to explicitly check whether the β-functions of all multi-trace couplings that are required for quantum consistency identically vanish or at least have (perturbatively accessible) fix points as functions of the 't Hooft coupling constant, i.e. a fix line.
Our setup and conclusions
In this paper, we find that the γ i -deformation is not conformally invariant by identifying a double-trace coupling with non-vanishing β-function. Even if we generalize the γ i -deformation by adding additional (tree-level) multi-trace couplings and considers either SU(N) or U(N) gauge group, this β-function cannot be forced to vanish.
Our setup consists of the original γ i -deformed action as proposed in [9] , either with SU(N) or U(N) as gauge group, but supplemented by a priori arbitrary multi-trace couplings that obey the following requirements:
1. renormalizability by power counting, 2. existence of the 't Hooft limit (no proliferation of N-power above the planar order), 3 . preservation of the three global U(1) charges, 4. reduction to the supersymmetric β-deformation in the special case γ 1 = γ 2 = γ 3 .
We also want to avoid that the differences between the γ i -deformation and the β-deformation are postponed to the next loop order. Hence, we demand that at least one difference γ i − γ j , i = j, of two of the deformation angles must not be of the order of the effective planar coupling constant
In this setup, we investigate the one-loop corrections to the multi-trace couplings. Their renormalizations receive contributions from the UV divergent one-particle irreducible (1PI) vertex corrections and wave function renormalization. Setting the respective combinations to zero yields the conditions for vanishing one-loop β-functions and hence for conformal invariance. These conditions form a system of coupled equations that are non-linear in the coupling tensors. We identify a particular component of the double-trace coupling given in (4.1), and reading e.g. for i = 1
for which the respective equation in the system cannot be solved, i.e. which has the non-vanishing one-loop β-function given in (4.10). With the rearranged Yang-Mills coupling (1.1), its β-function for U(N) as well as SU(N) gauge group is
The expression in (1.3) is non-vanishing for generic γ i and any choice of the real tree-level double-trace coupling Q 11 F 11 . Hence, the γ i -deformed theory, even if extended by multi-trace couplings, is not conformal -not even in the 't Hooft limit. This leads to the following possibilities compatible with the AdS/CFT correspondence:
1. The string background is not stable because of the emergence of closed string tachyons. These should be related to the running multi-trace couplings, as was found in the non-supersymmetric orbifold setups in [26] . In γ i -deformed flat space tachyons were found in [36] , but a clean connection with the instabilities of the γ i -deformation has not yet been established. 2. The Frolov background [9] receives string corrections that deform the AdS 5 part such that the SO(2, 4) symmetry is broken and hence the dual gauge theory is not a conformal field theory. If the AdS 5 factor of the Frolov background should turn out to be exact, it might also be possible that the gauge theory dual to the Frolov background is not yet found. However, our results exclude all natural candidates and it may be that the dual CFT does not even have a Lagrangian description with the field content of N = 4 SYM theory.
3. The deformation angles are functions of the 't Hooft coupling and agree at zero coupling,
. This is reminiscent of the situation in the ABJM and ABJ correspondences [37, 38] and in the interpolating quiver gauge theory of [39] , where finite functions of the couplings were respectively found in [40] [41] [42] and [43] . It is hard to exclude this possibility, since by adjusting the deformation angles the non-vanishing of the β-function (1.3) can always be postponed to the next order.
It is of high importance to determine which of these possible outcomes is correct. 9 To this end, it would be particularly interesting to compute the one-loop corrections to the string background. 10 
Integrability
An important consequence of the conformal symmetry in the gauge theory is that the (anomalous) scaling dimensions of gauge invariant composite operators become observables: since the β-functions of all couplings are zero, the anomalous dimensions are renormalization-scheme independent and can be measured as eigenvalues of the generator of dilatations, known as the dilatation operator. The AdS/CFT correspondence predicts that these scaling dimensions should match with the energies of respective string states in the gravitational theory. This has been a direction of intense studies in the last decade. In particular, in the 't Hooft limit the eigenvalue-problem shows signs of integrability, and this has led to enormous progress in testing and understanding the AdS/CFT correspondence, see the review collection [45] for a comprehensive list of references. Single-trace operators of length L, i.e. those containing L elementary fields, are mapped to cyclic spin chains of the same length. The dilatation operator is identified with the integrable Hamiltonian acting on these chains. Integrability was found not only in the original correspondence involving the N = 4 SYM theory, but also for the orbifold constructions and the Lunin-Maldacena and Frolov setups -see [11] for a review. In the deformed theories, the claimed integrability can in particular be tested for single-impurity operators, which are not protected for length L ≥ 3. They consist of L − 1 chiral scalar fields of one flavor and a single one of another flavor.
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Such single-impurity operators map to cyclic spin chains with a single magnon. This magnon has non-vanishing momentum and hence a non-vanishing energy, corresponding to a non-vanishing anomalous dimension of the whole state; this follows from the Bethe equations of the deformed theories [8, 51, 52] into which the deformation enters via twisted boundary conditions.
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In the supersymmetric β-deformation, the leading wrapping corrections to the anomalous dimensions of the aforementioned operators with three or more fields have been calculated in [56] . In the integrability-based descriptions, these finite-size effects are captured in terms of Lüscher corrections, Y-system and thermodynamic Bethe ansatz (TBA) -see [57] , [58] and [59] for reviews. By employing these descriptions, the results of [56] were reproduced in [60] for β = 1 2 and in [53] and [54] for generic β. The work [54] also provides higher-order wrapping corrections, also in various orbifold theories. For composite operators of two chiral scalar fields of different flavor, a logarithmic divergence was found in the leading finite-size correction. Such a divergence was encountered earlier in the expressions for the ground state energy of the TBA in the undeformed theory [61] and in non-supersymmetric orbifolds [62] . 10 The analysis based on D-instantons in [44] cannot capture the breakdown of conformal invariance, neither in the γ i -deformation nor in the U (N ) β-deformation. First, the double-trace contributions are formally suppressed in 1 N and seem to be discarded by the formalism. Second, the instanton probes can only detect effects that are at most linear in the deformation parameters γ i . The breakdown of conformal invariance starts, however, at quadratic order in the γ i , as seen from the β-function (1.3).
11 Corresponding operators exist also in the orbifold theories [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] . 12 The twisted Bethe ansatz can be derived from a twisted transfer matrix [53] corresponding to operational twisted boundary conditions [54] or, alternatively, a twisted S-matrix [55] .
In the non-supersymmetric case, not only operators corresponding to single-magnon states acquire an anomalous dimension. Also the operators that are built from chiral (or anti-chiral) fields of a single flavor are no longer protected and acquire anomalous dimensions by finite-size effects, which were determined including also doublewrapping corrections [63] . Again, a logarithmic divergence was found for the first wrapping correction for an operator of two identical chiral scalar fields.
The meaning of the aforementioned divergences in the equations of TBA, Lüscher and Y-system at L = 2 is still unclear.
13 Based on our observations, we will now describe a possible pathway for their investigation. As we have explained before, both, the β-and γ i -deformations, distinguish between U(N) and SU(N) gauge groupsunlike the N = 4 SYM theory. In particular, the (induced) double-trace couplings with charged individual trace factors are sensitive to the choice between the two types of gauge groups. This is most striking in the β-deformed case, where the F-term-type double-trace coupling breaks or preserves the conformal invariance in the U(N) or SU(N) case, respectively. In Subsection 1.2, we have argued that composite L = 2 operators receive quantum corrections from these double-trace couplings in the 't Hooft limit. Among the ones composed only of chiral scalar fields, the L = 2 operators are in fact the only ones receiving such corrections.
14 In order to also describe the L = 2 operators of the SU(N) theories, one should modify the integrability-based TBA, Lüscher and Y-system equations. In the β-deformation, this modification should remove the divergence at L = 2, while not affecting any other results for the operators composed of two types of chiral scalars. Then, the analogous procedure should be applied in the γ i -deformation. If the divergences are removed also there, it seems reasonable to identify the missing incorporation of this new finite-size effect 15 as the origin of the divergences. If, however, a divergence persists in the γ i -deformed case, this suggests that the divergences are associated with the breakdown of conformal invariance in both the U(N) β-deformation and U(N) as well as SU(N) γ i -deformations. Note that the correct integrability-based descriptions must reproduce the vanishing anomalous dimensions for the operators with L = 2 chiral scalar fields in the β-deformation with SU(N) gauge group. In the γ i -deformation with SU(N) gauge group, however, even if the divergences are removed the results need not match the finite field theory results 16 . This possibility arises since the anomalous dimensions become scheme-dependent beyond one loop due to the breaking of conformal invariance. One might hence have to engineer a matching for the finite parts in order to fix a scheme, and then test this scheme choice by comparing with further data coming e.g. from other types of composite operators in the theory. 13 In [64] , it was found that the divergent ground-state energy vanishes in the undeformed theory when a regulating twist is introduced in the AdS 5 directions. This regularization extends to the ground state of the supersymmetric deformations. We thank Sergey Frolov for this comment.
14 We will present a test of the leading finite-size corrections in the γ i -deformation in [65] . 15 This effect, which we call prewrapping, is caused by double-trace couplings as will be explained in the upcoming work [23] . 16 We will present the anomalous dimensions for operators of L = 2 identical chiral scalars in [65] .
Organization of this paper
In Section 2, we start our analysis with the presentation of a brief argument that double-trace couplings in the SU(N) β-deformation are already present at tree-level. We then introduce in Section 3 such couplings for the SU(N) γ i -deformation, and also further multi-trace couplings for the respective U(N) gauge theory, which obey the restrictions 1.-4. listed in Subsection 1.3. In Section 4, we identify a particular set of double-trace couplings that acquire UV-divergent one-loop corrections and hence have non-vanishing β-functions -implying the breakdown of conformal invariance for generic deformation parameters γ i , i = 1, 2, 3. Several appendices contain the action (A), the Feynman rules (B), and auxiliary results necessary for the calculation (C-D) as well as a short derivation of the β-function (E).
2 Double-trace couplings in the β-deformation
In this section, we will demonstrate that in the β-deformation with SU(N) gauge group double-trace couplings are already present at tree-level. 17 We start from the action in terms of N = 1 superfields, which are multiplied by a superspace ⋆-product containing the deformation. Expanding the superfields and ⋆-product in components and integrating out the auxiliary fields generates a double-trace coupling in the SU(N) case, where no U(1) component is present.
The part of the Euclidean action of the β-deformed theory that depends on the N = 1 chiral and anti-chiral superfields Φ i andΦ i assumes the form
where the superpotential is given by
It involves a non-commutative ⋆-product of two superfields Φ j and Φ k . When the products are expanded in terms of the fermionic coordinates of superspace, the superfields expand in their respective component fields and the superspace ⋆-product introduces phase factors which follow from the definitions in Appendix A by setting γ 1 = γ 2 = γ 3 = −πβ. These phase factors can be captured in terms of the component field * -product (A.4).
Fixing the supergauge to the Wess-Zumino gauge, the component expansion of the action in (2.1) contains the following terms
which depends on the chiral auxiliary fields F i , chiral scalar fields φ i and their respective conjugates. The first term stems from the first term in (2.1), while the second and third term are generated by the superpotential (2.2) and its complex conjugate, respectively.
In the next step, we integrate out the auxiliary fields and obtain
4) where the adjoint index a = s, . . . , N 2 − 1 is summed over, starting from s = 1 for SU(N) and s = 0 for U(N) gauge group. In the second line, we have used the second of the following relations for the gauge group generators T a :
The first term in (2.4) is the quartic F-term interaction of the component action. The second term is the double-trace term. It is present in the SU(N) theory, while it is absent in the U(N) theory, at least at tree level. This leads to a difference between the SU(N) and U(N) theory: the one-loop anomalous dimensions of operators of two different chiral or anti-chiral scalar fields vanish in the SU(N) theory and are nonzero in the U(N) theory [16] . The double-trace coupling vanishes in the N = 4 SYM theory, where the non-commutative * -product reduces to the ordinary matrix product. In this case, the antisymmetry of the commutator is restored and its trace vanishes.
Multi-trace deformations
In the previous section, we have demonstrated that in a component expansion of the β-deformed N = 4 SYM action with SU(N) gauge group, double-trace couplings are present already at tree-level. Moreover, quantum corrections may lead to UVdivergent multi-trace terms. In this case, one is forced to introduce counter terms for these multi-trace couplings and also add respective tree-level couplings. In this section, we present the possible tensor structures which obey the conditions 1.-4. formulated in Subsection 1.3. For gauge group SU(N), where all generators are traceless, the only possible multitrace structure is a product of two length-two traces, such that the respective terms in the action assume the form
18 The first line of this equation can be found in [16] . 19 Note that in our conventions e S with S given in Appendix A occurs in the Euclidean path integral. All terms in S and in particular the couplings (3.1) have a reversed sign compared to those in an actionS occurring as e −S . As usual, a negative β-function corresponds to asymptotic freedom. The factor g The condition of a real action in Euclidean space imposes the relations
In the U(N) case, the U(1) generator is not traceless, and this allows us to supplement the action with cubic as well as further quartic multi-trace couplings. The cubic Yukawa-type couplings can be written as
Moreover, quartic interactions can be added, in which one or more traces with a single field occur. They read
In the above combinations, we have explicitly separated all U(1) fields from SU(N) fields: each U(1) component is written as a trace over the respective U(N) field, whereas traces of more than one field are understood to contain only the SU(N) components. The condition of a real action in Euclidean space imposes the following relations for the additional coupling tensors:
(3.5) Note that the requirement 2. of Subsection 1.3 restricts the N-powers of the multitrace couplings: a coupling with n traces must be suppressed by a factor of at least N 1−n relative to a single-trace coupling, as shown in the following. Consider n external single-trace states each of which can be planarly contracted with one of the individual single-trace factors in the n-trace coupling. In this contraction, the n-traces of the coupling generate a factor of N n . If instead the external states are contracted in a single-trace coupling, only a single factor of N is generated. Hence, the suppression factor N 1−n is required to avoid a proliferation of N-power beyond the planar order. Moreover, requirement 3. implies the vanishing of all tensor components of interactions that do not preserve the three global U(1) charges.
Running double-trace couplings
In this section, we investigate the one-loop correction to a particular double-trace coupling that is contained in the F-term-type interaction of (3.1) and yields a vertex of four scalars with identical field flavor. The relevant terms that enters the action read
where i assumes one of the three different values i = 1, 2, 3 and throughout this section is never summed over. Below, we will first show that the couplings of these three individual terms are renormalized and hence running in the SU(N) case. This cannot be avoided by extending the gauge group to U(N), adding also the multi-trace terms (3.3), (3.4) to the action. For notational simplicity, we will abbreviate color traces with free adjoint indices a 1 , . . . a n = s, . . . , N 2 − 1 as
SU (N ) gauge group
As mentioned in the previous section, in case of an SU(N) gauge group, the only interactions that may supplement the γ i -deformed action are the quartic double-trace terms (3.1) with two scalar fields in each trace. We use that in the N = 4 SYM theory all divergent contributions to the double-trace couplings vanish. This allows us to consider only those diagrams that are sensitive to the deformation and hence deviate from their N = 4 SYM theory counterparts. The deformation-dependent terms in the action of the γ i -deformation (A.1) are the cubic Yukawa-type fermionscalar couplings (A.8) and the quartic F-term-type couplings of chiral and anti-chiral scalars (A.10). The only one-loop diagrams that depend on these couplings and that contribute at leading N-power to the interaction (4.1) are displayed in Figure 1 . Using the Feynman rules of Appendix B with unspecified gauge-fixing parameter α, these diagrams evaluate to where F ij lk and ρ i ,ρ i are tensors of the quartic scalar F-term-type and cubic Yukawa couplings of the γ i -deformed action (A.1), respectively. The operator R | acts on a diagram by reflecting it at the vertical axis, and restoring the original ordering of the labels at its external legs. Similarly, some diagrams occur with factors of two since an identical result coming from the diagram reflected at the horizontal axis has to be considered. All contributions depend on a single scalar one-loop integral I 1 that is given by
In the second equality, we have extracted the UV divergence of the integral by applying an operator K. In dimensional reduction in D = 4−2ε dimensions, the UV divergences appear as poles in ε.
The individual sums of the UV divergences of all diagrams with only scalar interactions, with scalar and gauge-boson interactions and with a fermion loop are given by
(4.5) where in the first line we have used (C.7) and the conservation of the global U(1) charges for the coupling Q ij F lk , and in the last line we have inserted (C.4). Note that in the above expressions we do not make use of Einstein's summation convention. Instead, the resulting expressions that contain ǫ ijk have to be evaluated fixing i, j, k to one of the three cyclic permutations (i, j, k) ∈ {(1, 2, 3), (2, 3, 1), (3, 1, 2)}. We still have to reconstruct the divergent contributions to the double-trace coupling (4.1) that come from the neglected deformation-independent diagrams. To this purpose we use the aforementioned fact that in the N = 4 SYM theory the sum of all divergent contributions to (4.1) has to vanish. Sending the deformation parameters γ i and the tree-level couplings Q ii F ii to zero, the deformation-independent diagrams are not altered and the deformation-dependent contributions in (4.5) reduce to the respective N = 4 SYM results. This yields 8g 6) where the vertical bar indicates that the coefficient of the specified expression -the term multiplying δQ ii F ii in the Feynman rule for the counter term -is taken. Together with the respective tree-level coupling the counter term enters the action as
In order to obtain the renormalization of the corresponding coupling, we have to add contributions from wave function renormalization, as reviewed in Appendix E. They come from diagrams that involve a tree-level quartic scalar vertex with a selfenergy correction at one of its external legs. In these diagrams, the only sources for double-trace terms are the quartic scalar double-trace couplings themselves. This follows from the fact that a self-energy correction at one of the external legs of a quartic vertex cannot generate traces of two fields by itself. Connecting the divergent diagrams of the self-energy corrections (D.1) to the vertex (4.1), the relevant diagrams contribute as
8) where δ φ i is the wave function renormalization counter term for the SU(N) components of the scalar fields, explicitly given in (D.2). The coupling renormalization is then given by the sum of (4.6) and (4.8)
9) where the dependence on the gauge-fixing parameter α has canceled as required.
20
The above result agrees with unpublished results of [66] . 21 Since the conditions (3.2) hold,the second term in parenthesis is positive, as is the first one, and the coupling is not renormalized only if all γ i , i = 1, 2, 3 are identical (modulo shifts by integer multiples of π and signs factors). Hence, for generic angles γ i subject to the conditions formulated in Subsection 1.3, the one-loop coupling renormalization leads to a nonvanishing β-function, and conformal invariance is broken. Using the expression (E.9), the β-function for the coupling Q ii F ii reads
U (N ) gauge group
In case of the U(N) gauge group, the additional couplings (3.3), (3.4) could in principle alter (4.9) and hence (4.10) such that a non-running double-trace coupling for the SU(N) components is possible. 20 Note that (4.9) does not contain a contribution linear in the double-trace coupling: the respective gauge-dependent terms in the coupling counter term are canceled by the diagrams containing the selfenergy correction. This is in accord with the observations in [15] for orbifolds: the term linear in the double-trace coupling is proportional to the anomalous dimension of its single-trace factor. Since the one-loop anomalous dimension of tr(φ i φ i ) is proportional to Q ii F ii itself [65] , (4.9) does not contain a term linear in Q ii F ii . 21 We thank Radu Roiban for communication on this point.
The additional Feynman diagrams are given by replacing the vertices in Figure 1 by the respective ones obtained from (3.3) and (3.4), while keeping the double-trace structure of the external lines intact. The reader may convince herself that all these diagrams are suppressed by powers of 
A The action of γ i -deformed N = 4 SYM theory
In this appendix, we present the γ i -deformation as well as our notation and conventions. The gauge-fixed action of (γ i -deformed) N = 4 SYM theory in Euclidean space can be written as
(A.1) where we have adopted the conventions of [67] , in particular the ones for raising, lowering and the contractions of the spinor indices α,α = 1, 2. Moreover, we have (σ µ )α α = (−iσ 2 , iσ 3 , 1, −iσ 1 )α α in terms of the identity 1 and the Pauli matrices σ k . The covariant derivative acts on the chiral and anti-chiral scalar fields φ i andφ i 
It determines the Yang-Mills field strength as follows:
All fields in the action (A.1) transform in the adjoint representation of the SU(N) or U(N) gauge group. The representation matrices obey the relations (2.5).
The Yukawa and quartic scalar F-term-type couplings in the action (A.1) are subject to the γ i -deformation, which introduces phase factors depending on the three deformation angles γ i , i = 1, 2, 3 into the couplings.
As mentioned in Section 2, the deformed action (A.1) is obtained from the N = 4 SYM action in component fields by replacing all products of fields by * -products before integrating out the auxiliary fields. The * -products of two component fields A and B reads
where the antisymmetric product of the two charge vectors q A and q B is given by Respective relations hold for the anti-fields with reversed charge vectors. We define the following abbreviations for the independent components:
where we interpret the expressions without Einstein's summation convention. Instead, the index i = 1, 2, 3 is fixed and j and k assume the values of the corresponding cyclic permutation (i, j, k) ∈ {(1, 2, 3), (2, 3, 1), (3, 1, 2)} in the results.
In terms of the fermionic phase tensor Γ AB , the Yukawa coupling tensors in the action (A.1) are explicitly given by .8) and they obey the conjugation relations
Moreover, the deformation enters the F-term-type coupling tensor via the bosonic phase tensor Γ + ij as follows:
where we have split the coupling tensor into the F-term tensor of the undeformed N = 4 SYM theory and a tensor Q 
B Feynman rules
In this appendix, we list the Feynman rules of the γ i -deformation. The propagators are given as the negative of the inverse kernels as extracted from the terms in (A.1) that are quadratic in the fields. In our conventions, a transformation to momentum space is simply performed by replacing i∂ µ → p µ when p µ leaves the vertex. One obtains the expressions
The vertices are obtained from (A.1) by taking the functional derivatives w.r.t. the corresponding fields. We obtain for the cubic vertices 
2) where we have use the abbreviation (4.2) for color traces. Labels are read off clockwise starting with the leg in the upper left corner and all momenta are directed such that they leave the vertices. Thus, for particles the momenta are directed against the R-charge flow that is indicated by the arrows on the lines. The quartic vertices read
3) where we have split the quartic scalar interactions into those originating from Dterms and F-terms in the supersymmetric special case. Moreover, we have kept the parameter s, which we set to its respective value s = 0 and s = 1 in the U(N) and SU(N) theory, cf. Section 2. We have also included the multi-trace couplings (3.1), which are the only possible extension in the SU(N) theory. The Feynman rules for the remaining multi-trace couplings of Section 3, which can occur in the U(N) theory follow analogously.
The signs from permuting fermions within the Wick contractions are determined in analogy to the superspace case [67]:
1. Write down all factors from the vertices involving external (uncontracted) spinor indices in the same ordering as they appear within the correlation function.
2. Write down all other factors involving spinor indices (e.g. propagators) carefully keeping their internal ordering of indices, e.g. α is left ofβ in p αβ .
3. Eliminate δ α β , δαβ and bring contracted index pairs into canonical ordering, i.e. the index that is on the left side within the contracted pair is an upper index and the right one is a lower one. 
C Tensor identities
In this appendix, we explicitly evaluate the tensor combinations that are encountered in the Feynman diagram analysis in Section 4. Recall that i, j, k = 1, 2, 3 and A, B, C = 1, 2, 3, 4.
Introducing the transverse Kronecker delta
we find the following auxiliary identities for certain contractions of the Yukawa-type couplings (A.8):
With these results, the traces of two Yukawa coupling tensors that appear in the one-loop self-energies evaluate to
Once again, Einstein's summation convention should not be applied. Instead, the index i = 1, 2, 3 is fixed and j and k assume the values of the corresponding cyclic permutation (i, j, k) ∈ {(1, 2, 3), (2, 3, 1), (3, 1, 2)}. For the evaluation of the fermionbox contribution to the renormalization of the double-trace couplings (4.1), we need some traces of four Yukawa coupling tensors with identical (not summed) bosonic index i: cos ǫ ijk (γ j + γ k ) = 2 cos ǫ ijk (γ j + γ k ) , tr ρ i (ρ †i )
Tρ i (ρ †i ) T = e 2iΓ 4i + e 2iΓ i4 = 2 cos 2Γ 4i = 2 cos ǫ ijk (γ j − γ k ) .
(C.4)
The one-loop interaction of four scalars with identical field flavors via two F-termtype interactions requires the evaluation of the following expression 
E Coupling renormalization and β-functions
In this appendix, we review the definition of the β-functions and how they are obtained from renormalized couplings and fields. The coupling (4.1) written in terms of bare coupling constants and bare fields has to be identified with (4.7), i.e. the respective coupling and counter term in renormalized perturbation theory in D = 4 − 2ε dimensions. This yields
where we have introduced the 't Hooft mass µ that rescales the unrenormalized YangMills coupling g YM 0 = µ ε g YM . The renormalized couplings and fields are given in terms of the renormalization constants and bare quantities as
Inserting these expressions into (E.1), we obtain
At leading order in the coupling constant, this yields
The β-functions are defined as
The independence of the bare coupling constants from µ implies the following relations
The first equation determines the β-function for g YM ,
which vanishes in the four-dimensional theory, i.e. for ε = 0. This is expected since g YM is not renormalized. Inserting this result, the second equation determines the β-function for the coupling Q ii
(E.8)
At lowest order, where the second term in parentheses does not contribute, we find after inserting (E.2) and (E.4)
